PURE LUXURY FLY IN SAFARI:
Number of Days:
Days of operation:

9 Days
ANY DAY

Itinerary
Day 01:
Met upon arrival and transferred to Hemingways Nairobi where you are booked for the night on a bed and
breakfast basis.
Overnight – Hemingways Hotel
Hemingways Hotel
This 45-suite boutique hotel elevates the standard of luxury for travellers in the region. Beautiful in its
symmetry and flooded with natural light, this plantation-style property is airy and spacious. Each of our
80m² suites have a private balcony overlooking the iconic silhouette of the Ngong Hills, a magical view
which can also be enjoyed over sundowners at the Bar. The service is personal and sincere, offering
a luxury experience from the moment you touchdown in Kenya.
A dedicated butler will know that you prefer Earl Grey to Assam with your scones, and will remember
which trousers you like pressed flat and which ones need a central crease.
So, while you are indulging in the spa, relaxing beside the pool or meandering through the gardens, back
in your suite, your butler will have dimmed the lights, adjusted your personalized pillows, set out your
nightcap and arranged the morning’s outing down to the finest detail.
Day 02:
Morning transfer to Wilson airport for your private flight to Segera ETD 10.00hrs. Upon your arrival, you
will be met by Segera vehicles for the transfer to the camp where you arrive in time for lunch. The
afternoon will be at leisure.
Dinner and Overnight – Segera (FB).
Segera Camp
In the heart of the diverse Laikipia Plateau, nestled between Mount Kenya and the Great Rift Valley, rises
a unique wildlife sanctuary home to thousands of acres of savannah, woodland, grasslands and fertile

riverbeds. Segera Retreat is set in a lush botanical garden surrounded by unspoiled African landscape, this
extraordinary oasis offers exceptional luxury, service and cuisine.
Very few places on the planet offer a truly holistic African safari experience that Segera can. Diverse and
abundant game viewing and natural beauty is complemented by a culture of wellness that extends to the
soil, the environment, the communities that surround us, and to you – mind body and soul.
The Villas
Six thatch villas are built on elevated wooden platforms with spectacular views overlooking the savannah
plains or botanical gardens.
Each has its own private deck with spacious seating areas and swing beds (perfect for a night under the
stars) and private outdoor baths.
Each is uniquely decorated with artworks from the Zeitz Collection, including Africa’s most talented and
inspiring contemporary artists.
Segera House
The stone-clad Segera House is roomy and luxurious for a maximum of four people, with lounge, raised
observation deck and private garden and salt-water pool.
Villa Segera
The perfect romantic Retreat property for two, it has a private veranda, pool and lounge area, a private
garden and saltwater pool, sunken watch and exclusive Michael Poliza image gallery.
Activities are personalised by your host and guides and remain flexible on a day-by-day basis. Some of
these activities on offer are:
- Participating in conservation projects such as tree-planting in the Wangary Maathai Memorial Forest
- Joining a Patas monkey foot patrol
- River Picnics and farm-to-table dining experiences
- Sleeping out under the stars in the wilderness
- Visits to the Zeitz Foundation and excursions to local communities and schools
- Immersing yourself in the African contemporary art scene and learning about the spectacular artworks
of the Zeitz Collection
- Experiencing the sustainable and innovative Back-of-House, including its state-of-the-art solar farm and
water catchment systems.
- Tours of the kitchen, farm and honey-making facilities
- Game viewing and monitoring - witness how removing miles of game fencing has helped vital elephant
migratory routes
- Interpretive art tours
Day 03 to Day 05:
Rising at dawn with tea and coffee, you will spend the day participating in any of the camp activities for
the day.
Dinner and Overnight – Segera (FB).
Day 06:
After breakfast, you will fly from Segera to Mara Plains situated in Olare Motorogi Conservancy.
Dinner and Overnight – Mara Plains (FB).

Mara Plains
Set on a bend in the Ntiakitiak River in the 35,000-acre Olare Motorogi Conservancy and bordering
Kenya’s Maasai Mara Reserve, Mara Plains is a stunning and intimate safari camp in one of the most

iconic wildlife destinations on the planet. Upon arriving at the camp, crossing a bridge and climbing a
few giant steps, you are greeted by an endless horizon with a single, flat-topped acacia, the
quintessential shape of East Africa.
Set in middle of one of the planet’s richest ecosystems, Mara Plains’ design honors rather than
upstages what nature has provided. The decor pays homage to the essence of East Africa; Swahili
heritage is reflected in large wooden doors from the island of Lamu, and accents of red and purple
honour the great Maasai chiefs and warriors. Add to this cultural melting pot a nod to the colonial
era, with rich leathers, copper and brass used in campaign-style furniture and you have a lavish yet
comfortable atmosphere that complements, rather than overwhelms the surrounding wilderness.
One of only five camps on the Olare Motorogi Conservancy, guests at Mara Plains have unrivalled
access to more than 100,000 acres of exclusive, low-vehicle density tourism land, prime habitat for
a vast number of wildlife species, as well as unfettered access to the 375,000 Maasai Mara Reser ve.
Day 07:
Rising at dawn with tea and coffee, you will spend the day participating in any of the camp activities for
the day.
Dinner and Overnight – Mara Plains (FB).
Day 08:
Rising at dawn with tea and coffee, you will spend the day participating in any of the camp activities for
the day.
Dinner and Overnight – Mara Plains (FB).
Day 09:
After an early morning game drive, breakfast you will be transferred to the airstrip for the flight back to
Nairobi.
NB. Luggage allowance is strictly limited to 15kgs per person in small soft bags only.

